
Bedtime Meditation for Kids

Lie on your back with your hands on your belly. Make sure you’re comfortable. 

Close your eyes and take three deep breaths. As you breathe in, notice how your 

hands lift as your belly rises, and then sink down again when you breathe out. If 

you like, you can imagine you are sniffing a beautiful flower, breathing in its lovely 

smell. Feel how your whole body relaxes each time you breathe out …

That’s it. Now take your hands off your tummy and let your arms lie by your sides 

and we’re going to imagine that instead of your bed, you are lying on a cloud. 

A beautiful, fluffy cloud that is so soft and comfortable to lie on. The cloud is 

a golden pink colour, like the clouds you see in the sky at sunset, and it floats 

gently up into the sky, up to the stars, carrying you safely, up and up.

As you lie on this golden, glowing cloud, your whole body feels very warm and 

heavy. Notice how your feet feel warm and heavy, and your legs feel warm and 

heavy. This lovely, relaxing feeling travels up your body into your hips and tummy. 

Your arms and your hands and your fingers feel warm and heavy. Your chest and 

your neck and your head are now warm and heavy. Let your whole body go loose 

and limp and sink into the softness of the cloud. Its colour glows all around you. 

You feel so comfortable, safe and calm floating on your cloud, so comfortable 

that you don’t want to move. 

It feels wonderful to rest your body. Now that your body is relaxed, you can relax 

your mind, too. It feels wonderful to rest your mind. Imagine that the thoughts 

or worries you have in your mind turn into clouds too. Watch them drift up and 

away, and notice how peaceful it feels floating on your own special cloud. Take a 

deep breath and imagine that you are breathing in the golden pink light of your 

cloud. Let it fill you up with that peaceful feeling. Let it fill your whole body and 

let it fill your mind, too.

This feeling is the way you feel when you’re going to sleep, and that’s what  

we’re going to do now. Keep your eyes closed, and keep on breathing in that 

peaceful feeling and drift off to sleep on your soft, safe cloud, knowing that  

you are safe and you are loved.

Goodnight .


